NOTES:
- REMOVE EXISTING CATCH BASIN
- ADJUST EXIST. MANHOLE TO GRADE
- ADJUST EXIST. VALVE
- PROVIDE INLET PROTECTION TO EXISTING OR PROPOSED CATCH BASINS UNTIL REMOVED OR CONNECT TO EXIST. MANHOLE
- INSTALL SANITARY SIDE SEWER AND CLEAN OUT PER STANDARD PLAN
- PROTECT EXISTING FENCE

SHAPE TO GRADE AND PLACE 2" OF HMA 1/2" PG 58-22 OVER 2" CR. SURF. TOP COURSE

END OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

DATUM:
- VERTICAL: NGVD 29
- HORIZONTAL: NAD 83-91
- BENCH MARK: RR SPIKE IN POLE SW. CORNER OF SO. 44TH ST. ELEV. = 332.23

CURB GRADES